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The Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty Dec 18 2021 This fully illustrated excavation report on the
early Egyptian royal tombs at Abydos was first published in 1900.
The Grand Strategy of the Roman Empire Jul 21 2019 A newly updated edition of this classic,
hugely influential account of how the Romans defended their vast empire. At the height of its
power, the Roman Empire encompassed the entire Mediterranean basin, extending much beyond it
from Britain to Mesopotamia, from the Rhine to the Black Sea. Rome prospered for centuries while
successfully resisting attack, fending off everything from overnight robbery raids to full-scale
invasion attempts by entire nations on the move. How were troops able to defend the Empire’s vast
territories from constant attacks? And how did they do so at such moderate cost that their treasury
could pay for an immensity of highways, aqueducts, amphitheaters, city baths, and magnificent
temples? In The Grand Strategy of the Roman Empire, seasoned defense analyst Edward N.
Luttwak reveals how the Romans were able to combine military strength, diplomacy, and
fortifications to effectively respond to changing threats. Rome’s secret was not ceaseless fighting,
but comprehensive strategies that unified force, diplomacy, and an immense infrastructure of
roads, forts, walls, and barriers. Initially relying on client states to buffer attacks, Rome moved to a
permanent frontier defense around 117 CE. Finally, as barbarians began to penetrate the empire,
Rome filed large armies in a strategy of “defense-in-depth,” allowing invaders to pierce Rome’s
borders. This updated edition has been extensively revised to incorporate recent scholarship and

archeological findings. A new preface explores Roman imperial statecraft. This illuminating book
remains essential to both ancient historians and students of modern strategy.
A First Book of Animals May 23 2022 Nicola Davies, the award-winning author of A First Book of
Nature, presents a spellbinding treasury of poems about the animal world, illustrated in
breathtaking detail by Petr Horacek. Polar bears playing on the ice, tigers hunting in the jungle,
fireflies twinkling in the evening sky and nightingales singing in the heart of the woods - there are
animals everywhere. From blue whales to bumblebee bats and everything in between, A First Book
of Animals takes you all over the planet to visit all kinds of different creatures. This book is a
glorious celebration of life in the wild in all its variety and splendour, and belongs on every child's
bookshelf.
A Briefe Discourse of a Disease Called the Suffocation of the Mother Sep 22 2019
Heads of Families at the First Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1790 Mar 21 2022
The Life of Charles the First Apr 29 2020
A First Book of Nature Nov 05 2020 Billedbog. Introduces the sights and sounds of the changing
seasons, along city streets and in country meadow
Three Poets of the First World War Feb 26 2020 An essential new collection of poetry from the
First World War This indispensable anthology brings together the works of three major poets from
the First World War. Ivor Gurney (1890-1937) was a classical music composer and poet who
published two volumes of poems, Severn and Somme and War's Embers. Wilfred Owen's (18931918) realistic poetry is remarkable for its details of war and combat. Isaac Rosenberg's
(1890-1918) Poems from the Trenches is widely considered one of the finest examples of war poetry
from the period. Carefully selected by Jon Stallworthy, a professor emeritus of English at the
University of Oxford, these poems comprise a landmark publication that reflects the disparate
experiences of war through the voices of the soldiers themselves. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With
more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well
as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
A Discussion of the Harmonic Organization in the First Movement of Elliot Carter's Sonata for
Violoncello and Piano in Light of Certain Developments in 19th and Early 20th Century Music Oct
24 2019
The War of the Worlds Jul 25 2022 When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to
make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England
is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile,
more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England,
the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged
version of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military
science fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English
literature.
The Changing Role of the First Line Supervisor Oct 04 2020
The First Book of Discipline [of the Church of Scotland] Dec 06 2020
The Rainbow in the North: a Short Account of the First Establishment of Christianity in Rupert's
Land by the Church Missionary Soc Aug 14 2021
The First Six Years of Medicaid Mar 09 2021
The Fellowship Of The Ring Jul 01 2020 Begin your journey into Middle-earth... The inspiration for
the upcoming original series on Prime Video, The Lord of the Rings: The Rings of Power. The
Fellowship of the Ring is the first part of J.R.R. Tolkien’s epic adventure The Lord of the Rings. One
Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to bring them all and in the darkness bind
them. Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings of Power—the means by which he

intends to rule Middle-earth. All he lacks in his plans for dominion is the One Ring—the ring that
rules them all—which has fallen into the hands of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins. In a sleepy village in
the Shire, young Frodo Baggins finds himself faced with an immense task, as his elderly cousin
Bilbo entrusts the Ring to his care. Frodo must leave his home and make a perilous journey across
Middle-earth to the Cracks of Doom, there to destroy the Ring and foil the Dark Lord in his evil
purpose.
The First Year of the War Jan 19 2022
Descendants of the First Apr 10 2021 Descendants of the First is the thundering sequel to Reni
Amayo's epic YA fantasy, Daughters of Nri. Amayo takes us back to the ancient kingdom of Nri.
With the king dead, the reunited twin goddesses must now face mythical beasts, a volatile
resurgence of lost gods & unseen enemies as they fight to stop the Nri from succumbing to a
looming curse. Deep cracks are forming throughout the kingdom of Nri with whispers of deadly
successors lurking beneath the shadows. Despite having the same face, it seems the deepest crack
is forming between Naala and Sinai, the reunited twin goddesses, who must put their differences
aside as they travel through a broken Nri. Unbeknownst to the girls, their use of the mystical Ndu
crystal has awakened mythical beasts and the lost gods, each returning to Nri one by one. One
thing is clear, the twins will have to face enemies at every corner of the kingdom... one of whom
lies hidden amongst those they hold dearest. As ongoing turmoil spreads throughout the kingdom,
the daughters of Nri must unmask the true face of their enemy, as they discover that their unique
blood has marked them with magic strong enough to restore true peace to the world - a task only
they can complete. But with beasts lurking far and wide, will they be able to do so before the
kingdom succumbs to its looming curse? Descendants of the First is the thundering sequel to Reni
K Amayo's epic feminist young adult fantasy, Daughters of Nri, lauded as "literary magic" by
Buzzfeed and a piece of "Excellent writing, brilliant book." by best-selling author, Dorothy
Koomson.
The Orbis Pictus of John Amos Comenius Jan 07 2021
The First Book of Calamity Leek Oct 28 2022 Brilliantly inventive and original. This debut novel
tells the story of Calamity Leek: a girl who has never been allowed beyond the garden wall, until
now. Lying in her hospital bed, broken, burned and scared, Calamity still believes that Aunty loved
her. For as long as she can remember, Calamity, along with her sixteen sisters, lived in a Garden
behind the Wall of Safekeeping. Like it said in Aunty's Appendix on the first page of the Ps:
'Everything has a purpose', and they were being trained for a very special one. In the Ns the
Appendix said, 'Nosiness leads to nonsense'. As Calamity sees it, this is what led to their Garden's
downfall, because when the sisters started questioning what was outside the Wall, they started
questioning what was happening inside it too. But doubt is contagious. Watching your world
crumble is frightening. And people who are frightened can be dangerous.
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Jun 24 2022 Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find out what
inspired the forthcoming film blockbuster Oz: The Great and Powerful
The First Book of Fashion Aug 26 2022 This captivating book reproduces arguably the most
extraordinary primary source documents in fashion history. Providing a revealing window onto the
Renaissance, they chronicle how style-conscious accountant Matthäus Schwarz and his son Veit
Konrad experienced life through clothes, and climbed the social ladder through fastidious
management of self-image. These bourgeois dandies' agenda resonates as powerfully today as it did
in the sixteenth century: one has to dress to impress, and dress to impress they did. The Schwarzes
recorded their sartorial triumphs as well as failures in life in a series of portraits by illuminists over
60 years, which have been comprehensively reproduced in full color for the first time. These
exquisite illustrations are accompanied by the Schwarzes' fashion-focussed yet at times deeply
personal captions, which render the pair the world's first fashion bloggers and pioneers of everyday
portraiture. The First Book of Fashion demonstrates how dress – seemingly both ephemeral and
trivial – is a potent tool in the right hands. Beyond this, it colorfully recaptures the experience of

Renaissance life and reveals the importance of clothing to the aesthetics and every day culture of
the period. Historians Ulinka Rublack's and Maria Hayward's insightful commentaries create an
unparalleled portrait of sixteenth-century dress that is both strikingly modern and thorough in its
description of a true Renaissance fashionista's wardrobe. This first English translation also includes
a bespoke pattern by TONY award-winning costume designer and dress historian Jenny Tiramani,
from which readers can recreate one of Schwarz's most elaborate and politically significant outfits.
Sword and Citadel May 11 2021 Recently voted the greatest fantasy of all time, after The Lord of
the Rings and The Hobbit, Gene Wolfe's The Book of the New Sun is an extraordinary epic, set a
million years in the future, on an Earth transformed in mysterious and wondrous ways, in a time
when our present culture is no longer even a memory. Severian, the central character, is a torturer,
exiled from his guild after falling in love with one of his victims, and journeying to the distant city of
Thrax, armed with his ancient executioner's sword, Terminus Est. This edition contains the second
two volumes of this four volume novel, The Sword of the Lictor and The Citadel of the Autarch.
At the doors of lexical access: The importance of the first 250 milliseconds in reading Nov 17 2021
Correct word identification and processing is a prerequisite for accurate reading, and decades of
psycholinguistic and neuroscientific research have shown that the magical moments of visual word
recognition are short-lived and markedly fast. The time window in which a given letter string
passes from being a mere sequence of printed curves and strokes to acquiring the word status
takes around one third of a second. In a few hundred milliseconds, a skilled reader recognizes an
isolated word and carries out a number of underlying processes, such as the encoding of letter
position and letter identity, and lexico-semantic information retrieval. However, the precise manner
(and order) in which these processes occur (or co-occur) is a matter of contention subject to
empirical research. There’s no agreement regarding the precise timing of some of the essential
processes that guide visual word processing, such as precise letter identification, letter position
assignment or sub-word unit processing (bigrams, trigrams, syllables, morphemes), among others.
Which is the sequence of processes that lead to lexical access? How do these and other processes
interact with each other during the early moments of word processing? Do these processes occur in
a serial fashion or do they take place in parallel? Are these processes subject to mutual interaction
principles? Is feedback allowed for within the earliest stages of word identification? And ultimately,
when does the reader’s brain effectively identify a given word? A vast number of questions remain
open, and this Research Topic will cover some of them, giving the readership the opportunity to
understand how the scientific community faces the problem of modeling the early stages of word
identification according to the latest neuroscientific findings. The present Research Topic aimed to
combine recent experimental evidence on early word processing from different techniques together
with comprehensive reviews of the current work directions, in order to create a landmark forum in
which experts in the field defined the state of the art and future directions. We were willing to
receive submissions of empirical as well as theoretical and review articles based on different
computational and neuroscience-oriented methodologies. We especially encouraged researchers
primarily using electrophysiological or magnetoencephalographic techniques as well as eyetracking to participate, given that these techniques provide us with the opportunity to uncover the
mysteries of lexical access allowing for a fine-grained time-course analysis. The main focus of
interest concerned the processes that are held within the initial 250-300 milliseconds after word
presentation, covering areas that link basic visuo-attentional systems with linguistic mechanisms.
The First Century and a Quarter of American Coal Industry Dec 26 2019
Preliminary Findings of the First Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, United States,
1971-72: Dietary Intake and Biochemical Findings Oct 16 2021
The First Hundred Years of the Colombo Club Jun 12 2021
The First Book of Moses, Called Genesis Aug 02 2020 Hailed as "the most radical repackaging of
the Bible since Gutenberg", these Pocket Canons give an up-close look at each book of the Bible.
Fossil Legends of the First Americans Feb 20 2022 The burnt-red badlands of Montana's Hell

Creek are a vast graveyard of the Cretaceous dinosaurs that lived 68 million years ago. Those hills
were, much later, also home to the Sioux, the Crows, and the Blackfeet, the first people to
encounter the dinosaur fossils exposed by the elements. What did Native Americans make of these
stone skeletons, and how did they explain the teeth and claws of gargantuan animals no one had
seen alive? Did they speculate about their deaths? Did they collect fossils? Beginning in the East,
with its Ice Age monsters, and ending in the West, where dinosaurs lived and died, this richly
illustrated and elegantly written book examines the discoveries of enormous bones and uses of
fossils for medicine, hunting magic, and spells. Well before Columbus, Native Americans observed
the mysterious petrified remains of extinct creatures and sought to understand their transformation
to stone. In perceptive creation stories, they visualized the remains of extinct mammoths,
dinosaurs, pterosaurs, and marine creatures as Monster Bears, Giant Lizards, Thunder Birds, and
Water Monsters. Their insights, some so sophisticated that they anticipate modern scientific
theories, were passed down in oral histories over many centuries. Drawing on historical sources,
archaeology, traditional accounts, and extensive personal interviews, Adrienne Mayor takes us from
Aztec and Inca fossil tales to the traditions of the Iroquois, Navajos, Apaches, Cheyennes, and
Pawnees. Fossil Legends of the First Americans represents a major step forward in our
understanding of how humans made sense of fossils before evolutionary theory developed.
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy Nov 24 2019 'One of the greatest achievements in comedy. A
work of staggering genius' - David Walliams An international phenomenon and pop-culture classic,
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy has been a radio show, TV series, novel, stage play, comic
book and film. Following the galactic (mis)adventures of Arthur Dent, Hitchhiker’s in its various
incarnations has captured the imaginations of curious minds around the world . . . It's an ordinary
Thursday lunchtime for Arthur Dent until his house gets demolished. The Earth follows shortly
afterwards to make way for a new hyperspace express route, and his best friend has just
announced that he's an alien. At this moment, they're hurtling through space with nothing but their
towels and an innocuous-looking book inscribed, in large friendly letters, with the words: DON'T
PANIC. The weekend has only just begun . . . This 42nd Anniversary Edition includes exclusive
bonus material from the Douglas Adams archives, and an introduction by former Doctor Who
showrunner, Russell T Davies. Continue Arthur Dent's intergalactic adventures in the rest of the
trilogy with five parts: The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, Life, the Universe and
Everything, So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish, and Mostly Harmless.
A First Book of the Sea Sep 27 2022 "Spectacular ... you can almost smell the surf between the
pages." The Times "Five stars - if you take only one picture book away this summer, make it this."
The TelegraphFrom Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton, the multi award-winning team behind Tiny
and Lots, comes a spellbinding collection of poems about the oceans of the world and their shores.
With this book, children can swim alongside dolphins and flying fish, pore over rockpools and sail
from pole to pole and back, learning about everything from phosphorescence and plankton to
manta rays and puffins - all in the comfort of their bedroom. Emily Sutton's exquisite watercolours
capture the breathless excitement of a child's first glimpse of the sea, the majesty of ancient
trading ships and the sheer, staggering wonder of the humpback whale. The perfect companion to
international bestsellers A First Book of Nature and A First Book of Animals, this book is sure to
enthral and inspire readers of all ages."Ravishing ... the perfect companion to a seaside holiday"
The Sunday Times "Just dive in and enjoy" Sunday Express
Love and Other Words Jan 27 2020 An uplifting and unforgettable read that will make you fall in
love with life again . . . 'You can never go wrong with Christina Lauren!' Paige Toon 'A true joy from
start to finish' Kristin Harmel Macy is settling into an ambitious if emotionally tepid routine: work
hard as a new paediatrics resident, plan her wedding to an older, financially secure man, keep her
head down and heart tucked away. But when she runs into Elliot - the first and only love of her life the careful bubble she's constructed begins to dissolve. Once upon a time, Elliot was Macy's entire
world - growing from her gangly teen friend into the man who coaxed her heart open again after

the loss of her mother . . . only to break it on the very night he declared his love for her. Told in
alternating timelines between Then and Now, teenage Elliot and Macy grow from friends to much
more - spending weekends and lazy summers together reading books and talking through their
growing pains and triumphs. As adults, they have become strangers to one another until their
chance reunion. Although their memories are obscured by the agony of what happened that night
so many years ago, Elliot will come to understand the truth behind Macy's decade-long silence, and
will have to overcome the past and himself to revive her faith in the possibility of an all-consuming
love. The heart-breaking and heart-warming read from No. 1 international bestselling author
Christina Lauren, author of The Unhoneymooners and The Soulmate Equation. Find out why
readers LOVE Christina Lauren: 'Pure, irresistible magic from start to finish' Emily Henry
'Heartbreaking and hopeful' Amy Reichert 'Pure joy' Sally Thorne 'What a joyful, warm, touching
book! This is the book to read if you want to smile so hard your face hurts' Jasmine Guillory '(A)
tender story of first love, mature love, and the people who change us in the best possible ways'
Washington Independent Review of Books 'A coming-of-age tale exquisitely blended with secondchance love' RT Book Reviews 'This is the angsty, emotional book from Christina Lauren that will
break your heart into a million pieces' Goodreads 'This book will reel you in with the beauty of first
love' Goodreads
Report of the First Scientific Expedition to Manchoukuo Under the Leadership of Shigeyasu
Tokunaga, June-October 1933: Scorpiones; Acarina, by K. Kishida; Butterflies, by K. Kishida and
Yamato Nakamura; Hippoboscidae, by k. Kishida; order Aphaniptera, by K. Kishida Jul 13 2021
Last and first men : a story of the near and far future Mar 29 2020
Proceedings of the First Annual International Robot Conference Feb 08 2021
Clinical Therapeutic Tolerance: First-in-Human Data: Proceedings of the 4th Newcastle
Therapeutic Tolerance Workshop Aug 22 2019
The First Book of Adam and Eve Jun 19 2019 The First Book of Adam and Eve details the life and
times of Adam and Eve after they were expelled from the garden to the time that Cain kills his
brother Abel. This book is simply a version of an account handed down by words of mouth, from
generation to generation, linking the time that the first human life was created to the time when
somebody finally decided to write it down. Although considered to be pseudepigraphic by some, it
carries significant meaning and insight into events of that time. It is doubtful that these writings
could have survived all the many centuries if there were no substance to them.
The Western Front May 31 2020 In the annals of military history, the Western Front stands as an
enduring symbol of the folly and futility of war. However, as bestselling military historian Nick
Lloyd reveals in this highly-praised history -- the first of an epic trilogy -- the story is not one of
pointlessness and stupidity, but rather a heroic triumph against the odds. With a cast of hundreds
and a huge canvas of places and events, Lloyd reveals what really happened in France and Belgium
between August 1914 and November 1918 from the perspective of all the main combatants -including French, British, Belgian, US and, most importantly, German forces. Lloyd examines the
most decisive campaigns of the Great War and explains the unprecedented innovation, adaptation
and tactical development that have been too long obscured by legends of mud, blood and futility,
drawing upon the latest scholarship on the war, wrongly overlooked first-person accounts, and
archival material from every angle. Conveying the visceral assault of the battlefield with vivid
detail, Lloyd ultimately redefines our understanding of a crucial theatre in this monumental
tragedy.
Proceedings of the First Colloquium at Erindale College, University of Toronto, 31 August-3
September 1978 Sep 03 2020
ICTACS 2006 Sep 15 2021
Awards [of The] First Division Apr 22 2022
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